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Abstract—This paper introduces a racing mechanism in the
cluster selection process for one-pass clustering algorithms. We
focus on cases where data are not numerical vectors and where
it is not necessarily possible to compute a mean for each cluster.
In this case, the distance of each point to existing clusters can be
computed exhaustively with a quadratic complexity which is not
tractable in most of nowadays use cases.

In this paper we first introduce a stochastic approach for
estimating the distance of each new data point to existing clusters
based on Hoeffding and Bernstein bounds, that reduces the
number of computations by simultaneously selecting the quantity
of data to be sampled and by eliminating the non-competitive
clusters. Second, this paper shows that it is possible to improve
the efficiency of our approach by reducing the theoretical values
of the Hoeffding and Bernstein bounds. Our algorithms, tested
on real data sets, provide significant acceleration of the one-pass
clustering algorithms, while making less error (or any depending
on parameters) than one-pass clustering algorithm with fixed
number of comparisons with each cluster.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clustering is an unsupervised learning task that aims at
automatically building groups of data objects given an objec-
tive function and a space metric that indicates to which extent
two objects are similar. Many clustering models have been
proposed so far, such as iterative ones that greedily optimizes
their objective function, like k-Means [1] that minimizes the
quadratic assignment error. Other agglomerative algorithms [2]
iteratively merge the two most similar clusters, while density-
based methods, like DB-SCAN [3], extend existing clusters
by merging all points that respect a neighborhood density
constraint.

However, these well-known clustering models, do not allow
to deal efficiently with the large non numerical data sets
that are frequently encountered in real world applications,
because they either rely on a mean computation to represent
each cluster or are limited by their complexity (hierarchical
clustering is known for its over quadratic complexity, while
density based algorithms performances are limited by the
exhaustive determination of k nearest neighbors). Thus, there
is a need for simpler and faster algorithms that can produce
the expected clusters with only one pass over the data objects.

In this paper, we propose a clustering acceleration frame-
work that considers the general case, when it is not necessarily
possible to define a mean over data. In this context, a one-pass
clustering algorithm that, as a matter of fact aims at minimizing

a cluster assignment error, has to compare each new data object
to all of those that have already been clustered. The reason
being that it is the only way to accurately evaluate the distance
to each cluster.

Since this solution is not feasible in practice because of its
quadratic growth with respect to the quantity of data, clustering
algorithms generally implement sampling schemes to reduce
the computation cost of the cluster membership.

Unfortunately, sampling implies representation uncertainty,
which in the case of one-pass clustering can be translated by
an error in the datum-cluster assignment, which is aggravated
by the fact that this datum may be used later on to represent
the cluster it belongs to.

This paper introduces a new clustering framework based
on cluster selection race (or racing for short), which, for each
assignment, progressively increases the number of sampled
datum and simultaneously eliminates the clusters which are
out of the race i.e. for which we are certain, based on an error
probability threshold, that there is a closer cluster. To this aim,
we evaluate the Hoeffding and Bernstein bound to estimate
the distance of a new data to existing clusters. We show on
real data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository that
these theoretical bounds have excellent performances in terms
of clustering errors and can already speed up the clustering
process by reducing the number of distances computations.
Then, this paper shows that it is possible to further reduce
these initial bounds (thus losing the theoretical guarantee)
to fasten even more the clustering process at the price of
limited clustering errors. Finally, this paper shows that such
acceleration framework can be competitive with one pass
clustering algorithms that relies on a fixed sampling of each
cluster to evaluate their distances.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we present
an overview of the state of the art of one-pass clustering
algorithm for large data sets. Section III describes the general
principles of the racing mechanism and introduces how it
can be adapted to one-pass clustering in our acceleration
framework. This section also describes the reduced Bernstein
and Hoeffding models that are used in the following ex-
periments. Then, Sections IV and V present the validation
experiments. First experiments in Section IV illustrate our
clustering acceleration framework with theoretical Hoeffding
and Bernstein bounds while second experiments show the
interest of reduced bounds in practice or when compared to a
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fixed sampling one-pass clustering algorithm. Finally, Section
VI draws conclusions and discusses future work.

II. ONE PASS CLUSTERING FOR LARGE DATA SETS

The size of nowadays data sets have led researchers to
reconsider simpler and more efficient clustering algorithms
such as one-pass clustering models. Indeed, several recent
clustering algorithms dedicated to streams or large scale data
sets, like Clustream [4], Clustree [5] or Denstream [4], rely on
one-pass clustering to summarize either data sets or streams
before more complex approaches are used to mine the final
clusters.

However, most of the proposed one-pass clustering meth-
ods are limited to numerical data because of the underlying
data structures which are employed to represent the clus-
ters. Indeed, these structures are mostly modified versions of
the cluster feature tree structure primarily introduced in the
BIRCH algorithm [6]. In our work, we consider the general
case where it is not necessarily possible to define a mean
over data and where such data structures cannot be employed.
One solution is to use medoids to represent clusters, but
the exhaustive determination of a medoid has a quadratic
complexity, each point being compared to all the other points
to find the most central to each cluster, i.e. the most similar to
the other points of the cluster. The problem is similar to the ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering [2] with single or complete
linkage criterion, where all points are considered to represent
the cluster centers. To avoid this quadratic complexity, several
approaches have been proposed until now to reduce the number
of medoids candidates. In CLARA [7] and CLARANS [8] a
sampling is realized either on the whole data set or by only
considering neighboring solutions, in the Linearized Fuzzy C-
Medoids algorithm, the candidate set is limited to points that
maximize their membership to the cluster [9], in CURE [10]
candidate set is defined around the cluster center, while in
the one-pass clustering algorithm Leader Ant [11], candidates
are chosen randomly according to an uniform distribution.
Unfortunately, for all these algorithms the sampling size is
a parameter, which is not only dificult to choose because it
lacks of semantic meaning, but also it is the same during
all the clustering process independently of, for instance, the
size of the current clusters. The latter has as consequence an
overestimation for small clusters and underestimation for large
ones.

Here we propose to use a racing mechanism [12], in order
to adaptively estimate the right sampling size based on a
maximum cluster-affectation, tolerated, error probability. By
doing this we are able to simultaneously accelerate one-pass
clustering algorithms, by limiting the number of distances
computations between a new datum and the data already
clustered; and guarantee an upper bound on the error compared
to an exhaustive one-pass clustering algorithms that realizes
all possible comparisons (each new data object is compared to
evey data objects that have been already clustered). In practice,
as shown in our experiments, this leads to almost no affectation
errors while strongly reducing the number of comparisons.

III. ONE-PASS CLUSTERING ACCELERATION FRAMEWORK

A. Cluster selection in one-pass clustering algorithms

In the particular case of one-pass clustering algorithms,
data objects are considered sequentially and the assignment
of an object to a cluster only depends on the estimation of
the distance of this object to the existing clusters. Of course,
the order in which data objects are considered directly affects
the partition that is produced by these methods. Typically,
these kinds of approaches are parameterized with a distance
threshold that is used to decide if a new data object is close
enough to existing clusters to integrate one of them or if
it has to create its own. Then, when several (eventually all)
clusters are eligible, the major problem for a new data object
is to determine the assignment that optimizes the underlying
clustering criterion. This problem is even more complicated
when the distance to each cluster is estimated by a subset of
its elements, as in the proposed work. The idea of this paper
is to propose a framework to accelerate one pass clustering
algorithms with a a racing mechanism to handle the uncertainty
associated to the estimation of the distances to the existing
clusters resulting from the sampling.

B. Statistical racing methods

Racing is a statistical tool that can be used to make a
decision in case of an uncertainty resulting from at least
two random variables, and with partial overlapping confidence
intervals for a given error probability. The idea behind the
race is that the comparison between the random variables
can be refined as more observations are made available. With
few observations, variance is very large, so most distributions
attached to random variables will be overlapping. As more
observations are sampled, the variance decreases and there
will be a point when the distributions separate (except if there
isn’t enough data or if the underlying random variables are
identical). Then, after some observations for each random
variable, it becomes possible to make a decision on the relation
(smaller/larger: depending on the objective of the problem) for
the underlying random variables with some confidence, which
corresponds to the upper bound of the error that is tolerated.

Based on these estimated relations (smaller/larger), bad
candidate solutions are eliminated earlier even if variance can
be still quite big. This leads naturally to a concentration of the
computational effort on the best candidates [13], [14], [15].

More formally, in our clustering framework we represent
the estimated distance between the current data object and each
cluster i as a real-valued random variable Xi. The distance
between the object and each cluster is supposed to be bounded
by a priori known bounds a and b from which it is possible
to determine the range R = |a − b|. We also suppose that
we have defined a confidence threshold denoted as 1 − p,
where p ∈ [0, 1] is the error probability. Then, according to
literature, there are two main possible methods to estimate the
bounds. We propose to slightly modify the expression of these
theoretical bounds by introducing a reduction factor r ∈ [0, 1]
to make them tighter if needed. It is interesting to notice that
if r = 1 we have the exact expression of the initial theoretical
bounds.
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The first bound is known as the Hoeffding bound [16] :

∣∣∣X̂i,n − E(Xi)
∣∣∣ ≤ r ×R

√
log 2

p

2n

where X̂i,n denotes the empirical mean of the distances to
cluster Xi estimated after n distances comparisons as follows:

X̂i,n =
1

n

n∑
n′=1

Xi,n′

, where E(Xi) denotes the true distance to cluster Xi, and the
error probability p indicates the chances that the real distance
to a given cluster is out of the bounds.

The second bound is the more recent Bernstein bound
[12] that relies on the empirical standard deviation σ̂2

i,n =
1
n

∑n
n′=1(Xi,n′ − X̂i,n)

2 as follows:

∣∣∣X̂i,n − E(Xi)
∣∣∣ ≤ r × σ̂i,n

√
2log 3

p

n
+

3Rlog 3
p

n

Although Bernstein bound is known to be tighter [17], [18]
than Hoeffding bound and thus should lead to better clustering,
we choose to test both since the effects of parameter tuning
(such as overestimation of the range) is not known.

As can be deducted from above equations, one limitation
of these approaches is that the range R is a parameter for
both Hoeffding and Bernstein races. Even if very often the
data description space is bounded and thus we may deduct
a maximum range value, in many cases it may not always
be possible to a priori know the range of distance values; or
it may be time consuming to estimate it, loosing the later
gain obtained by racing. As shown by experiments reported
in Section IV, it turns out that a (large) overestimation in
the range of possible distances has just a weak effect in the
data. The next subsection details how we transpose the racing
mechanism to one-pass clustering.

C. Algorithms and implementation

The implementation of our one-pass clustering algorithm
is based on the classic Leader algorithm as refered by [19]
and the more recent leader Ant algorithm [11] and where
at each iteration a new data object is chosen from the set
of available data and assigned to its nearest cluster if the
distance to the nearest cluster is below a distance threshold.
Otherwise, the data object builds a new cluster. In the Leader
model however, the exhaustive determination of the cluster
center has a quadratic complexity in case of non-numerical
data set, while Leader Ant performs a fixed random sampling.
In turn, we propose in this paper to use a racing mechanism
that relies on the Hoeffding or Bernstein bounds to decide
whether new comparisons should be realized with data objects
from one cluster or if this cluster should not be considered
anymore for the assignment of the current data object.

Contrary to Leader and as in Leader Ant, our clustering
algorithm automatically defines a threshold that estimates the

average distances between objects in the data set. Then the
(clustering) Algorithm 1 is applied: for each new data object,
clusters start a race in which the set of candidate clusters is
gradually refined until, in the ideal case, there is only one
cluster. As indicated in Algorithm 2 (Cluster selection race),
each time that the lower bound on the empirical distance to a
cluster is greater than the upper bound of the best temporary
winner of the race, it is removed from the race. Inversely, if
the upper bound on the distance of a cluster is lower than
the upper bound of the best temporary cluster, it becomes
the new temporary winner of the cluster race. Finally, when
there is no significant differences between remaining clusters,
the final winner is the cluster with the lower empirical mean
distance to the data object.

Algorithm 1 One pass clustering algorithm with racing (X,D)

Require: X: data set, D: distance matrix
Ensure: P : output partition of data set X

1: initialize clusters set C = ∅
2: initialize template T as an estimate of the average distance

between data objects in X
3: for all x ∈ X do
4: determine best cluster cw for x using race described by

Algorithm 2
5: assign x to cw
6: end for
7: (optionally) filter smallest nest
8: return partition computed from C

Algorithm 2 Cluster selection race (x,C,D)

Require: x: data object, C: set of existing clusters, D: dis-
tance matrix

Ensure: cw: index of the cluster that wins the race selection
1: Initialize current winner cw = ∅
2: while race not finished do
3: for all clusters c ∈ C do
4: select randomly a new object xc

5: update empirical mean for cluster c with distance
D(x, xc)

6: update Hoeffding or Bernstein bounds [infc, supc]
for cluster c

7: if supc < supcw or cw == ∅ then
8: update current winner cw = c
9: end if

10: end for
11: remove all clusters c ∈ C still in race such that infc >

supcw
12: if |C| < 2 then
13: return cw
14: end if
15: end while
16: if race ended with no significant differences between

clusters still in C then
17: return c that minimizes empirical mean
18: end if

IV. RACING FRAMEWORK WITH THEORETICAL BOUNDS

In this section, we focus on experiments when parameter
r = 1, that is to say when the estimation of the random
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Data sets n m k
Iris 150 4 3
Glass 214 9 6
Pima 798 8 2
Soybean 47 35 4
Thyroid 215 5 3
Wine 177 13 3
Statlogsegment 2310 19 7
Statlogvehicule 846 18 4
Waveform 5000 21 3

TABLE I. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA SETS FROM UCI
MACHINE REPOSITORY [20] USED TO VALIDATE OUR APPROACH.

variable is guaranteed theoretically according to the error
probability p. In this case, two kinds of experiments have
been conducted to validate our approach on several known
data sets. The first set of experiments reported in Section
IV-B compares the acceleration - measured by the number of
distance computations - when using a raced clustering versus
an exhaustive approach. Moreover, the effects of the tolerated
error probability are studied. Second, in Section IV-D we study
the robustness of our approach to an overestimation of the
range, as it is an underlying parameter to compute Bernstein
and Hoeffding bounds.

A. Test protocol

In this study, each random step (i.e. the assignment of
a point to a cluster) is repeated individually 100 times to
guarantee significant results. For each of these steps, we
consider that there is an error if the cluster predicted according
to Bernstein or Hoeffding bounds is different to the one
determined by the exhaustive approach. In case of error, we use
the ground truth to determine the cluster membership before
moving to the next data point. This allows us to observe the
evolution of the number of errors over time while not being
biased by potential previous clustering selection errors.

All the tests have been conducted on real data sets issued
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. Table I indicates
for each of these benchmark data sets, its number of objects n,
the number of attributes m for each object and the number of
classes k. Since our baseline implies to compute the exhaustive
pair of distances for the assignment of each object, we only
consider small data sets in this paper (max. n = 5000 objects).

B. Acceleration: number of comparisons per generation

We choose to quantify the acceleration based on the
number of distance computations (comparisons). In fact, not
only in our context it is the more time consuming step, but also
its total number is proportional to the theoretical computation
time. Indeed, the later cannot be estimated accurately based
on time consumption analysis due to programing language
optimization issues. Figure 1 shows the number of comparisons
needed to determine the nearest cluster, at each iteration of the
one-pass clustering algorithm. Bernstein and Hoeffding bounds
where used with error probability p going from 1% or 10%.
The diagonal line corresponds to the exhaustive approach,
since it needs n comparisons when n data points have already
been clustered.

By applying the algorithms to the different data sets,
the same behaviours with different amplitude, as illustrated

on Figure 1, is observed. Bernstein and Hoeffding bounds
show always an improvement compared to exhaustive method
in terms of number of comparisons. The strength of the
improvement varies from one data set to another. For instance,
in the case of Waveforms the obtained acceleration is strong,
while for Statlog-segment it is less. As expected, generally
Bernstein is more efficient than Hoeffding.

Moreover, the acceleration increases with the number of
iterations. The more data has been already treated (clustered),
the better the estimations are done, in particular more clusters
can be easily eliminated by racing, and thus the stronger the
acceleration gets. But as suggested by our results (not reported
in the paper) on the Iris set, the acceleration is even possible
in the case of a very small data set.

C. Number of assignments errors

In order to estimate accurately the number of errors in-
dependently of how many errors were made in the previous
iterations, at each iteration, assignments are corrected (in case
of an error) based on ground truth.

The acceleration based on Bernstein or Hoeffding bounds
admits as parameter a tolerated probability-error. Seen from
the clustering perspective, this means that there is a non-null
probability that the wrong cluster will be chosen. Thus, the
error is expected to be lower than the theoretical tolerated
probability error (here 1% and 10%). In practice, we observe
that there is no affectation error at all. This means that the
Bernstein or Hoeffding bounds are, in the studied scenario,
very loose.

In fact, we believe that there is a close relationship between
ambiguous cases and errors on the bounds. For ambiguous
cases, even by using all the data available, it is not possible
to completely differentiate the clusters in terms of Bernstein
or Hoeffding bounds. Fortunately, this case corresponds to the
exhaustive comparison, and thus the best affectation is then
known (although the estimation does not give us any clear
decision). As a consequence, we do not produce any error.

D. Robustness to range overestimation

Both Bernstein and Hoeffding methods need an estimation
of the value of the range. Besides the fact that often the
description space is limited and known, in the case of real
world scenarios, tight ranges could be estimated for each
application before running several clustering processes. In
order to better understand the effects of this parameter, we
propose to compare the exact range to its overestimation.
Notice that only an overestimation guarantees the previous
results. From a practical point of view, we believe that it is
always easy to overestimate this range and here we study the
consequence.

More precisely, we measure the effect of multiplying the
measured range value by exponentials of 2 to evaluate the
robustness of the approach to this crucial parameter. Figure
2 shows the number of comparisons with Bernstein and
Hoeffding bound for several overestimation factors ranging
from 1 (no overestimation) to 128 for data sets Waveform,
Iris and Thyroid. We look at the robustness, which in our case
means that the acceleration remains strong even if the range
was overestimated.
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Waveform Statlog-segment

Fig. 1. Comparison of number of comparaisons computed for one pass clustering with cluster selection based on Bernstein bound Hoeffding bound, and
exhaustive distance computation. Two data sets are presented to illustrate the variability of the behaviour. Bernstein and Hoeffding bounds are tested for error
probability p values: from 1% up to 10%.

As illustrated on the figure two major trends have been
observed for the different data sets. First, for the majority of
our benchmark data sets (namely Waveform, Statlog-vehicule,
Statlog-segment, Pima and Glass), Bernstein bounds are more
resistant to overestimation of the range than Hoeffding bounds
and can handle overestimation as high as 16 times the initial
range. This may be due to the fact that Bernstein bound
not only takes the empirical means of distances as input but
also the variance on the distances. Second, for some data
sets (namely Iris, Soybean, Thyroid and Wine) Bernstein and
Hoeffding induce an almost exhaustive comparison when the
range parameter exceeds 4 times the real range. But it is
important to notice that these sets are rather small and thus
the acceleration is already small, giving very little room for
improvement.

In general, we can conclude that Hoeffding is competitive
with respect to Bernstein for different values of range
overestimation, but for the same overestimation Bernstein
keeps a tighter bound. We believe this is due to the use of
empirical variance to limit the size of the confidence intervals.

E. Conclusion of first experiments

These first experiments show that the racing approach
paired with the theoretical Hoeffding and Bernstein bounds
(with r = 1 in our model) allows to decrease the number of
comparisons to determine the best cluster and thus accelerates
the one pass clustering process. One possible limitation to
the approach is that the range of distance values is an input
parameter. Our experiments suggest that, most of the time, it
can be overestimated (up to 8 times in most of our settings)
without penalizing the quality of clustering.

This study also shows that distance estimation produces
in practice no error when the tolerated error-probability is as
high as 10%. We believe that this is due to the fact that even
if the estimation is not accurate we do the correct guess by
affecting the datum to the cluster we believe is closer without
any guarantees, but after elimination of several others, which

remains costly in terms of comparisons. Next Section describes
experiments when the bound reduction factor r < 1.

V. RACING FRAMEWORK WITH REDUCED BOUNDS

A. Theoretical racing versus reduced bound racing

Experiments have first been conducted to evaluate the
influence of the bound reduction parameter r ∈ [0, 1] on
the theoretical Bernstein and Hoeffding bounds with an er-
ror probability set to 10%. As the results observed on our
benchmark data sets are similar, this paper only presents in
Figure 3 the results obtained on the larger waveform data set.
It can be observed from Figure 3 that, as expected, theoretical
bounds (r = 1) need more comparisons than reduced bounds,
with the nice property that the more the bound is reduced
(i.e. the smaller is r), the less comparisons. Then, as less
comparisons are realized, it can be noticed that the number of
errors increases as the value of r decreases. Finally, our results
show that reduced Bernstein bounds are less prone to errors
than reduced Hoeffding bounds. As the number of errors is still
limited, next experiment is realized with parameters r = 0.01.

B. Fixed sample size clustering versus reduced bound racing

The second experiment, see Figure 4, illustrates the com-
parative results between our clustering acceleration framework
with reduced bounds (r = 0.01) and a one pass clustering
algorithm with a fixed sampling of each cluster. Two settings
are presented for the fixed sample, either a sample of size
n = 25 data or a sample of size n = 50.

First conclusion of this experiment is that our framework
with Bernstein bound produces far less errors and needs less
comparisons than fixed sample clustering methods even with
only an estimation of the distance on the basis of 25 random
comparisons. Second, the reduced Bernstein bound can be
considered to give the best overall results on our benchmark
data sets, as it corresponds to a perfect trade-off between
quality and computation speed.
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Fig. 2. Comparative results between Bernstein and Hoeffding methods when overestimating the initial range.
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Fig. 3. Influence of the theoretical Bernstein and Hoeffding bounds reduction
in terms of number of comparisons an cumulated errors over 10 runs on
waveform data set.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new clustering acceleration frame-
work that relies on a racing mechanism to estimate the
distances to clusters with a minimal number of samples while
guaranteeing an upper bound on this estimation. Two bounds
are compared in this paper: Hoeffding and Bernsteing bounds.
First experiments conducted on real data sets from UCI
Machine Learning Repository show that our method allows
to decrease drastically the number of distances computation
compared to an ideal (exhaustive) one-pass clustering algo-
rithm. We observed that this acceleration increases with the
quantity already clustered, and thus we believe it is particularly

Fig. 4. Comparative results between fixed size sampling clustering when the
size of each sample n = 25 and reduced bound racing with r = 0.01. Top:
cumulated errors and bottom: cumulated number of comparisons normalized
by the size of each data set.

interesting for very large data sets. Our study also shows
that the used estimation produces in practice no error when
the tolerated error-probability is as high as 10%. We believe
that this is due to the fact that even if the estimation is not
accurate we do the correct guess by affecting the datum to the
cluster we believe is closer without any guarantees, but after
elimination of several others. One limitation to the approach
is that the range of distance values is an input parameter.
Our experiments suggest that, most of the time, it can be
overestimated (up to 8 times in most of our settings). Then,
second experiments show that it is possible to improve these
results by reducing the theoretical bounds values while still
obtaining better performances than fixed sample one pass
clustering algorithms in terms of number of comparisons and
errors.

Finally, as a general rule of thumb the tighter Bernstein
bound (compared to Hoeffding’s) provides better results in all
practical aspects studied in this paper. Certainly this is due
to the fact that it takes the empirical standard deviation of
distances to clusters into account.

Other tests should be conducted in the near future on larger
real data sets such as web usage activity sessions, which are
produced continually and cannot be averaged when represented
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as HTTP request sequences. The challenge will be how to
evaluate the error since for large amounts of data the ground-
truth cannot be computed.

Finally, future works will also consider to use the ambiguity
information (i.e. cases when we were not able to differentiate
the clusters using the estimated bounds) in an incremental
clustering context, to determine when: a new cluster should
be created, two clusters should be merged, or more generally
to identify ambiguous and hence less representative points of
a cluster whose importance could be then reduced.
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